Anonymous Feedback
Our website has a section for anonymous feedback. Think of this like an electronic suggestion box that you can use at any time. The message will be sent directly to Dr. Warm, and is completely anonymous. If you have constructive feedback that you would like to share, please use this tool. 
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See below for details on this week's Olympics!!!
UCMC Resident Olympics!

SCAVENGER HUNT
Text pages sent out throughout the day leading to a location on the Health Science Campus. Pictures submitted via text message to Steve Gay with the first correct submissions for the first three teams resulting in gold, silver and bronze medals in the opening event.
Bake-It-Off
Cuz a baker's gotta bake, bake, bake, bake, bake. Bring the most delectable baked item to M,M,&I room by noon report Monday 1/26. Items to be judged by staff on taste, presentation, originality, and Health (if you go that route). Tasting opens up to classmates just before M,M,&I.
Surgical Amphitheater Junior Mint Toss
Come 
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Dynamic Duo
T H E S T E T H O S C O O P
CAPACITY EVALUATION
Take note of the capacity evaluation smartphrase .medcap which can assist residents and attendings as they work through medical and psychiatric holds. 
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Last week's medical trivia was Calcinosis Cutis, often seen in scleroderma or CREST syndrome.
For the next 2 weeks, there will be gold, silver and bronze medals awarded to the first three responders to sallda@ucmail.uc.edu with the correct diagnosis
